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` West Texas Intermediate (WTI): Medium Term Trend Reversal ?
The latest worries over oil demand decline in the developed world and primarily in US (world’s largest oil consumer)
along with the unexpected increase in the weekly crude oil & gasoline inventories reported by the US Department of
Energy allowed for long positions liquidation. WTI August future contract ($130 /bbl) falls by about $15 or 10% so far
this week on the NYMEX.
International Energy Agency head Nobuo Tanaka comments (15/7) that the oil market continues to be “very very
tight…but prices will improve in 2009 due to new investments” assisted to the recent price decline. Clearly the latter
identifies that upside price risks continue to be in place (e.g. IEA indicated at its July 10 Oil Market Report that
effective OPEC spare capacity “is estimated at only 1.7 mb/d), but additional projects in OPEC countries (like Saudi
Arabia, Nigeria, Iraq) at end 2008 are expected to gradually ease some heat from the current high prices.
The front month WTI light sweet crude future contract broke yesterday the base of the latest 4month upward trend @
the $136/bbl, while found support @ $128.50 area that constitutes the 38.2% Fibonacci Retracement level of the
move from $98.91/bbl (April 1, 08) to the historic high $147.27/bbl (July 11, 08). The fact that oil price trades below 50
days moving average ($133.26/bbl) consists another bearish indicator for the commodity. From a technical analysis
point of view, we can expect that crude oil will reverse its medium term upward trend if it remains below $136/bbl area
in the following 2 weeks time. Next important support levels locate @ $121.61/bbl (May 6 low), $117.3/bbl (61.8%
Fibonacci retracement $98.91-147.27 / bbl) and $110.3/bbl (May 1, low). In case crude oil price reverts above the
$136/bbl area, resistance levels will be considered the record high of $147.27/bbl before the psychological level of
$150/bbl and the $155/bbl (upper line of the medium trend upward channel).
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Disclaimer

The information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable,
but we make no representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness,
accuracy or completeness of such information. In addition we have no obligation to update, modify or amend
this communication or to otherwise notify a recipient in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion,
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. We are not
acting and do not purport to act in any way as an advisor or in a fiduciary capacity. We therefore strongly
suggest that recipients seek their own independent advice in relation to any investment, financial, legal, tax,
accounting or regulatory issues discussed herein.
Analyses and opinions contained herein may be based on assumptions that if altered can change the analyses
or opinions expressed. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future
performance of any financial instrument, credit, currency rate or other market or economic measure.
Furthermore, past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. This communication is provided
for information purposes only. It is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any security, nor to
enter into any agreement or contract with Alpha Bank or any affiliates. In addition, because this communication
is a summary only it may not contain all material terms, and therefore this communication in and of itself
should not form the basis for any investment decision.
Financial instruments that may be discussed herein may not be suitable for all investors, and potential
investors must make an independent assessment of the appropriateness of any transaction in light of their
own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such a transaction.
By accepting receipt of this communication the recipient will be deemed to represent that they possess, either
individually or through their advisers, sufficient investment expertise to understand the risks involved in any
purchase or sale of any financial instrument discussed herein.

